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Introduction

The purpose'of this module is to discuss the aCtivitiSa,-,'
involved in conducting a vocational needs assessment. Accurate
identification of educationale'needs is a recognized prerequisitd4
for sound curriculum planning and development. A local district
must develop one- and five-5;ear plans that describe present and
future needs, and submit a plan for fulfilling those needs.
Asse'ssment of human and occupational peed.s provides data needed
for identifLOtion of vocational program goals, development of
curricular procedures, implementation of program innovations,
and evaluation of program outcomes. 'After completing this
module, the curriculum s cialist should be able to identify
and analyze appropriate data from various sources for use in
curriculum planning.

Overview

This module is based on the assumptions listed below.

Needs assessment is a continuous process thd# is car-
ried out before, during, and after the development of
vocational education. curricula.

There are many good systems for conducting needs
assessments. A

Consider4le needs-assessment data are gathered by
local, state, and (ational agencies, and these are
readily availablIp.

Successful needs assessment surveys require repre-
sentative participatidn of all groups affected by
propose4 curricular- changes.

I

-o The conduct of local needslAssessment,surveys is pri-
marily An-administrative responsibility, but the voca-
tional education curriculum" specialist requires suffi-
cient background to assess needs identified during
continuous evaluation'of the curriculum.

"-The asse,ssment of needs for vocational education pro-
grams must focus both on sent needs and projected
need*

Systematic collection or utilization of existing data
for needs assessment is not merely a mechanical

-9-
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activity, but a humanistic function requiring sensi-
tivity, insight, and patience on the part of the cur-

riculum specialist.

This module,providis information, activities, and experi-

ences that will ,help the curriculum specialist in planning and

.implementing an assessment of curriculum development needS:

After providing an overview of the needs assessment pro-
cess, the module discurssis how labor needs might be assessed.
As a part of this discussion, the module looks at various
sources of employment data and provide students with an oppor-'

tunity to.use the best of these sources. The module next
examin4s techniques for identifying student needs.. The
monitoring.of phone requests and inquiries and the use of

student surveys are discussed here.

`The 'final module goal shows how information gathered from
the needs assessment process can be used propose a new or

improved vocational program.

4 Instrdct],ons to the Learner

"144b.D.:

,f-

Before yoy-begin this module, read the "Carrier Project"

section included in the Summary. This project will be devel-
oped as you progress through this module and the modules on

.
conduFting task analyses and developing instructional objec7
Lives, selecting instructional strategies and assessing student
achievement, and selecting and preparing instructional

materials..

The Self-Check items and possible responses to them are

found in the appendices. These questions have two purposes.
First, before you begin work on the module, you may use them to
check quickly whether you have already learned the information
in previous classes or readings. In some instances, with the
consent of your instructor, you might decide to skip a whole,

module or parts of one. The second purpose:of the Self-Check

is to help you review.the content of modules you have studied

in order to assess whether you have achieved the module's goals

and objectives.

You can also use thA list oE goals and objectives that
fol lows to determine whether the moduli content is new to you

and requires in-depth study; or whether'.the module can serve as

a brief review before you continue to the next module.

-10-



Goals and Objectives

Goal 1: Explain how a vocational needs assessment contributes
to the curriculum development process.

Objective.1.1: Provide a definition of and rationale for
the needs assessment process.

Objective 1.2:1 Describe the components of a vocational
needs assessment.

Objective 1.3: Describe the scope of the needs assessment
process.

Goal 2: Utilize techniques for conducting labor needs analyses.

Obijective 2.1: Explain the importance of a laaOr needs
assessment to the curriculum development process.

Obiectrit2.2: $escribe how employer surveys are con-
. ducted and used in vocational education.

- ,

Objective 2.3: Describe how econometric studies are con-/
ducted and used in Vocational education.

Objective)2.4: Describe HOw job vacancy surveys are con-
ducted-and used in vocational educationf,

Objective 2.5: Describe tow .trends survevi,are conducted
and used in vocational education.

Objective 2..6: Identify various sources of national,
xegional,state, an4local labor data for planning voca-
tional.programs.

Goal 3: Utilize techniques for ntifying student needs.

Objective 3.1: Explain the importaace of a student needs
assessment to the curriculum development process.

Objective 3.2: Describe at least three ways to obtain
data on student'needs.1_ -

1

Objective 3.3: Describe how to cOnduct a su. to deter-
mine student vocational'interesfs

I
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Goal 4: Utilizelt chniques foi. proposing a new or improved

vocational pr
, .

Objective 4.1:, Provide basic i formation.for proposing a

new vocational, program, inclu rag a description of the -

occupation, a rationale for th program, and suggestions

forsources of additional'information about the occupation.

Objective 4.2: Describe the employment potential and

projection related to a specifiC vocational program.

Objective 4.3: :Describe the preient status of the voca-

tional program in terms of its goals and objectives.

Objective 4.4: Describe the economic considerations

related to.,the vocational program.

Objective 4.5: Describe the personnel considerations

relevant to prOgram 'development.

Objective 4.6: 'Describe the work experience considera-

tions relevant to program development.

Objective 4.7: Describe the health and. safety hazards

associated with the occupation.

Objective 4.8: Describe any planning codkideratiods

related to urns and:community attitudes regarding the

vocational program.

S.

Resources

In order to complete the Learning activities in this

module, you will need information contained-in: the following,

publications:

Dictionary of occupational titles. IkUrvu of-Labor Sta-

tistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

Employment and training report of the President. U.S.

'Department of Labor, published yearly.

-12-*
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GOAL 1:,, Explain how a vocational needs assessment, contributes
to the curriculum development proceks.

8

Vocational Needs Assessment and the
Curriculum Development Process

Vocational program planning must begin with an analysis of
the labor needs of business and industry and an analysis of
student needs and interests. This section provides an overview
of the needs assessment-process and gives special attention to
the 'assessment of student and labor needs.

The Needs Assessment P cess

eeds assessment refers to the process of establishing,
what uld be, dete isining what is, measuring the difference
betwee the two, a reporting 06 resulting needs. in priority
order. eeds asse sment is based on a discrepanty model which
may be displayed a follows:-

if

WhatL-

thoUld
Be

What
Is

Need

'What should be is the desired, preferxed, or required
behavioral outcome for the populationlOn which the
needs assessment is being conducted.

What is can be defined as the assesment population's
current behavior with respect to the desired outcome.

. A need is identified when the two sets of information
-above are compared and # Oiscrepancy exists.

Some school,dierict personnel have asked why they should
complete'a needs assessment. They feel that they kndw what
their needs are. They need smaller clashes, new equipment,-or
the latest textbook. These educators are solution-oriented,
not problem-oriented. It is very easy to propose a solution,
but a saiutionto what 'problem?
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Needs assessment is the process by which problems are

Adentifieid. By conducting a needs assessment,, it may be found

that students applying for welding jobs from a particular

school are at a di advantage because they have not learned to

use the latest.equ pment. If this were the case, the needs

assessment would i ntify the extent of the problem, the types

of students who were affected, and.other pertinent facts. Qnly

when the needs assessment was completed could the problem

really be identified. .Later the acquisition of additionpl

equipment or the purchase of a new textbook might be selected

es the "best" alterinative solution.

fttriculum Goals

A prope"rly conducted vocational needs assessment provides

information required to establish realistic curriculum goals.
Although persons who have contributed to the literature on

needs assessment may differ to a small degree on the specifics

of a goal statement, they'usualLy agree that goals should

identify:
411

the student target population exhibitirt the need,

the beha4iiolt in which theldiscrepancy exists, and

the amount of deficit to be, overcome.

Th example below shows,how a goal statement might be derived

frab an analysis of what should be and what is.

What should be: Prior to graduating from high school,

all'.12th grade students in the vocational educatiOn

program should be performing the basic computational

skills at or a)ove grade level on a standardized
achievement test.

What is: As of June 30, the year before 12th grade

graduation; standardized achievement test results
indicated that 390 students, or -65% of the 600 stu-
dents in the Llth grade, performed at or 'above grade

level on bapic computational skills.

Discrepancy: 210 or '35% of the students were not

performing at or above grade level in computational

skills.

Goal: By 12th grade graduation, the 210.studebts who

did not perform at or above grade level in, computation

skills will do so using a standardized achievement
test.

-16-
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Once you have derived goals from the needs assessment pro-
ceSs, you must determine which goals yoil will attempt to.meet.
Each gr6up has its own formula for determining which goals
should receive top priority. When determining criteria, you
mighAwish to consult:

state employment derviee surveys,

,state and national advisory committee reports,

A district and,state program planning guides, and

forecasting data.

Listed below are frequently used criteria for determining which
educational goals should be addressed, and in what order they
ashould be addressed._

1

s funding available to support the goal?

Is equipment available to support the goal?

, )

Are teachers availablto carry out the goal?

How widespread is the problem addressed by the goal?

HOw crubfil is the problem to the student?

What are the-tommunity't desires?

Are business and industry committed to meeting this
goal?

Is the accdpation suffiCiently stable to warrant
expenditure,of public funds' for a training program?

,v1

Will training serve a large area of the econon64',

What are the legislative implications of\addressing
this goal? \,

Scope of the needs assessment process. There is general
fagreetse-nt that needs assessment Is a continuous process and rat

to be effective it must involve people with veiled expertise.
In addition, the needs assessment process can be conducted at a
amber of levels. A needs assessment of broad scope might be
at the btate or regional level. ';'For instance, a state consid-

ering the establishment of area vocational schools will conduct
a needs assessment for the entire state and

,

for all aspects of
1
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the proposed curricula: At the other extreme, one vocational

teachet in'a single school might want,to conduct a needs ahaess-

ment before establishing a new vocational prograni.

(/

Labor Needs Analysis

Since the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, vocational training of
workers has been designed to meet labor needs. The' Vocational

Education Act of 1963 and the 1968 and 1.V-6- amendments* itate

that training shall be provided, 'zhich is realistic, in the light

of actual'or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment."

Labor needs analysis need not, however, be limited to a local

geographic area. long as there are existing jobsand stu-
dents willing to gavel, preparation for those jobs should-be

considered by curriculum planners:"

Labor needs analysis pr ides comprehensive, systematic,

and continuous information on available and emerging job oppor-

tunities.%. It may-provide local, regional, or national data.

Techniiques such as'surveys, econometric studs, and extrapola-

ti n of trends cap be used to gather labor needs data. These

techniques axe discussed in depth in Goal 2 of this module. .

Student' Needs Analysie

Curriculum specialists charged,with preparing, tudents for

the world of work must ultimately consider the self-fulfillment

needs of students. These specialists Will want to use student

needs, analysis to obtain and maintain student data that will ,

provide the information necessary for planning vocational edu-

cation programs. Such data may include students' vocational
'interests, needs, skills, and learning or physical disabili-

ties. Surveys of student needs should-help curriculum special-

ists determine what students, parents, and taxpayers in the

community want to study;'which Occupations they aspire to; and

how instruction should be made available. Goal' 3 of this

module discusses techniques for assessing student needs.

Confidentiality

Whetier you are collecting Information from students',

employers or other community members, it is important to

respect the confidentiality of-yoUr source. You must inform

those people froM whom you are gathering inforMation that they

are not required to participate in your data collection effort.

Additionally, yout4ll need to conceal the ideptity'of those
who participate in:o.your,:ttiady. . You should consider storing all

1

,

/
1 .



data in a locked file cabinet, presenting only grouped data in
your published reports, filing informatipn by ID number rather
than by name, and destroying all data onceat has served its
purpose.

4
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Individual Stu4y Activity

1. Write a two -page paper, using your own experi,ences'in
vocational education, to discuss examples of curriculum

planning based on a needs assessment that was limited in

scope and on one tRat was broad in scope. From-yQur

present knowledge of needs assessment, speculate on how

the scope of a' needs assessment might alter'the process.-

Discussion Question

1. Do you believe that labor needs or student needs should

receive themost consideration when developing a new

curriculum?

Group Activity

I. Divide the class into dyads (two students per dyad).

Using any available references on curriculum devialiopment,

each dyad will outline a 5-7 minute presentation on-the

needs assessment process. The presentatibn should include

the following components:

an operational definition of needs assessment, and

'an'explanation of the impoftance and place of needs
assessment in the curriculum development profess;

The presentations should be suitable for delivery to one

he following audiencesn, vocational administrators,

ocational teachers, parents, business and industry
advisory groups, students, or.school board members",

04N
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GOAL 2': Utilize techniqdtz for conducting labor needs analyses.

Techniques _for I0entifying Labor Needs

One of the major consideratioAs when selecting and justi-
fying vocational programs.is,informarion about labor market
needs, including labor supply and defnand. Labor supply infor-
mation provides an indication of'ttienumber of individuals
available in the labor market with eparticular skill. Labor
demand information indicates the numbel.of individuals with a
particular skill that are needed in theAabor market.

Tifi comparison of labor supply' and demand information pro-
' vides information on labor needs.,..tbat can be used to determine

what vocational prbgrams maybe needed or no longer needed in a
given gebgraphipal area.

There are five general wayt of identifying labor needs.
They ar% employer surveys, econometric techniques, job vacancy-
occupational outlook surveys, extrapolation of trends, and
literature surveys. These techniques are discussed below.

Eisployer Surveys

The employer survey ia a technique for determining local
,:regional laboroeeds and opportunities. The surveyors identify

from 50 to 130 occupations that employ a relAtively large num-
ber of persons in the area. After identification, employers
are surveyed to determine thea current labor needs and their
expected needs two years and five years idthe future.

The employer survey is the technique most used by voca-
tional administrators Since it is relatively easy to administer,
is inexpensive, and is quickly implemented. The reliability
and validity of employer responses may be questionable, how-
ever, since many firms do n6tftdAthe planning necessary to
project!their own needs with any degree of accuracy. On the
other hand,.one often overlooked advantage of the employer
survey is the resulting involvement of local employers in
curriculum planning.

-23-
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You will find the following steps useful when conducting

loyemployer survey to determine labor needs.

Identify a group Or committee to assist in planning
and executing an employer survey--preferably composed
of people with an interest in and use for the survey

results. The individuals you'select as'members of the

committee should be knowledgeable about the community's
businesses, industries, and agencies. The 'following

are pobsible groups (or combinations of groups) you

may wish to involve:

(1) s committee of vocational education leaders

(directors, depaTtment chairpersons, etc.) from

all orth-ichnois in the area or region to be

surveyed;

(2) a committee composed of representatives from each

of your on-going specialized advisory committees;

(3) a general advisory committee with broad represen-
tation from all segments Of the community--both'
Tabor and management.

Meet with the committee you select to establish a plan
for completing the survey,

1.

4,%-Select a director, who has the time and background to

administer the study.land write the final report.

"Discusgl s with the committee the assignment of tasks 'to

individuals or subcommittees and discuss projected
deadline dates.

Outline on a map the region or geographic area within
which your comprehensive survey will be conducted.

Prepare a listing of the busigsses, inda&es, and
agencies within the geographic area. This list should

include both labor users and suppliers of trained

personnel. Obviously, some organizations will fall

into both categories. For example, a business having

a formal training program for a 'given job classifica-

tion would be both,a supplier of labor and S user of

labor. In completing this step, your committee can be

Of great assistance. In addition, the following,docu-

ments may be consulted:

(1) Yellow pages of the telephone directories in the
geographic area to be surveyed

ed -24-
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(2) Directories(of manufacturing associations and the
Chamber of Commerce

(3) Listing of organizations and agencies contacted
by the United Way

Tetermine the technique(s) to be used for data gath-
.

ering. The three most popular techniques are:

(1) personal interviewsI

(2) mail surveys, and A°.

(3), telephone surveys

Develop a timetablefor completing the survey.

Design the instrument(s) to be used to survey labor
users and suppliers in order to obtain local labor
supply and demand information.

r

Have your committee review the instrument(s). Commit-
tee members will often have yaluable auggestions'for
improving instruments in order to; ensure proper inter-
pretation of questions.

-45 If data processing services can be obtained for tabu-
lating the survey responses, the instrument(s) should
be reviewed. with data processing personnel. This will

ensure proper coding of the items fbr keypunching.-

Complete revisions in the survey instrument(s) you
t intend to use.

A small sample of organization/3 and_agencies should be

selected for preteiting the instruments and for pro-
viding experience to the data collectors. On the pre-

-
test ask the respondents to indicate if any questions
are unclear or if it is difficult to atiswer.any
questipns.

Analyze the pretest data to determine whether you are
obtaining valid and reliable data.,

Revise the instrument(s), if necessary, on the basis
of pretest results.

Conduct the survey using one of the following methods:



A

(1) Personal Interview Method

Conduct an orientation6Or intervidwers. Written

procedures will need to be prepareeand used by

all data colledtors to/ensure reliable'and valid

responses,.

(2) Mail Survey Method

If a mail survey is to be used, a cover letter on
letterhead stationery should be sent along with

the survey to the different businesses. The let-

ter should be co-signed by the' director of voca-

tional programs and perhaps by the chairperson of

your committee. Enclose a self-addressed, stamped

envelope with the survey.

fi (3) Telephone Survey Method-

4

The telephone survey may be used for obtaining
concise information for a specific occupational a

area. This method is very limited in use and is
not usually appropriate for a comprehensive
sur

Analyze and report the data to the survey committee.

In analyzing and reporting the data, the, following

should be done:

(1) Describe,the procedures used in completing the

survey, including:

a, committees utilized,

b. -sample surveyed,

c. survey technique used, and

d. why the survey was conducted. C

(2) Describe the findings of the report, including:

a. the number of concerns surveyed,

b. ,the numbef and percentage of returns or

9. responses,
1,\3

c. the number of usable and unusable returns, and

-26- 2 t)'
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d. the tabulation of responses to each question
on the survey instrument,.

.(3) Consider the following points when analyzing the
data and reporting the conclusions and implica-

,

tions of the study: .

i. A rapid reversal in the need for trained per-
sonnel can occur, ith even minor changes in
the level of the economy, particularly in
tectInical fields supportingthe production of
consumer goods. In the human or personal
services area, ther( is less flutuatidn in
labotr needs when the overall level'of the
economy changes; thus, demands are more pre-.
dictab/e. If there is a discrepancy between
national and local .data, and if you know that
your local survey is valid, put your stock in
the local survey.

b.' No all graduates who are:trained are immedi-
ately available for placement in related jobs
within the boundaries of the district. 'Many

migrate to-other districts or states, enter
the Armed Forces, continue in school, or com-
pletely withdraw from the laboi force and do

_not accept employment.

c. Certain people within a district migrate to
obtain employment; this factor must also be
considered in determining supply.

d. Not all enrollees in a program complete the
program and graduate. Those enrollees who
fail to complete the training program and
depart without graduating may or may not be
used as a source of labor supply; therefore,
the number of enrollees required to satisfy
the needs requirement is a matter of inter-
pretation.

Econometric Studies

Econometric studies, are more-nphiSticated and dependable
than,employer Surveys, but for the most part they are too com-
plicated, time-consuming, and expensive for the typical voca-
tional education curriculum specialist to conduct. Econometric
studies are conducted.by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
of the U.S. Department of Labor. The BlAeconometric approach

24
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,yields a national, ten-year demand analysis based on projections

df population, labor force, productivity, consumption, and Aver

all output that provides estimates of new openings by occupation.

These estimates can be obtained rom the U.S. Department of Labor

and should be consulted when dev&loping nes7\curriculum.

There are diSadvantages, or at least liMititibIlisith

this technique also. Accuracy is,.a problem since, it is hard to ,

forecast economic--activity, technological change 'related to

productiVity, and needs that change due to labor and capital

mobility given market areas. Also, the statistics are7

national nd may not be entirely useful for local or regional

plahning.

Many have suggested that the BLS model for econometric

studies be adopted by state and regional planning departments.

Althodgh valid use of this mode14-{equires extensive knowledge

of labor economics and statistiits implementation would be

effective in providing local data regarding labor needs.

Job Vacancy Studies

The job vacant approach expa ds ,the econometric Model by

adding local input. NIt_combines-da41"Jom the BLS with an

analysis -of the local employment listings of unfilled job

openings. Jbbs unfilled for 30'itays-are compared-with national

trends. This analysis results in a priority listing of jobs

with apparent shortages of workers, which the educator must,'

then analyze in terms of probable persistence of.the shortage,

trainajility of potential job holders, and 'the cost benefit

return of prainingtworkers for the job.

The job vacancy approach is relativetv inexpensive; it can'

be programed on a local/regional_haais:results in an up-to-

date record of trends, and can be implemented by the local 4m0.0

vocational educator.

The disadvantages are apparent. The approach deals with

present needs and not necessarily with either long-term or

future needs of the community oethe interests of students: It

is also static--it 'does not predict the futire-gtowth of pres-

ent or new industries. However, job vacancy studies cannot be

ignored and should be conducted by all vocational curriculum

planners.

44
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'Extrapolation of Trends Surveys.

o

Another approach to labor needs for casting is that of
extrapolation. This technique attempts o_forecast future
needs on the basis Of pastatrends. It may be One on alocal/
,regional, statewide, or national basis.. The advantage of.this
type of survey is that extrapolation is relatively. quick, easy,
and inexpensive. The disadvantages of the technique are.criti-
Cal and li'nit its value. With the explosion in technological
knowledge and the.rapid changes in produCtion patterns and
occupational requirements, the predictive Validity tiV extrapo-
latipn becomes mong questionable the' further it, is extended
into the future.

/big procesOlooking atPast trends.to predict future
needs) is best used only as a starting place. Consjder past
labor needs, for example, as merely a way of selecting those
industries you will survey or study to determine future labor
needs. But don't expect past labor needs to be repeated either
in quantity or. in type of skill and occupation required. The
only situation in which the extrapolation of past trends can be
usefdl is in short-term predictions.

d

Literature Surveys

Literature surveys are'the basis for almost all studies to
determine labor needs: A wealth of information is reported in
,newspapers and professional journals: the needs of industries,
new developments in technology, new and different equipment,
new offices of national companies, and industry expansions and
reductions. Vocational educators should have subscriptions to
local and national papers and journals, and more importantly,
should sdt aside the time to read them regularly. The major
sources of forecasts and reports are summarized beim.).

4

-41r7 Occupational Outlook Handbook, Bureau of Labor Statistics,,

Department of Labor. The Occupational Outlook Handbook
(OOH) contains a comprehensive survey of all job areas and is
one of the most frequently used references for%obtaining fore-
casting-information. While the handbook attempts todexplain
the.changing nature,of the labor market, it also tends to take
a somewhat optimistiC view of the future and tends to overstate
.the capacity of the U.S. Employment Service. The OOH is pub-
lished every two yeari.'

. Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department'of Labor.- The Occupational Outlook Quarterly is

*--
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used to update the reports of the Occupational Handbook:

This magazine contains employment information of major interest

and relevance to those who advise students about the,job market.

05"

National Planning Association (NPA). NPAhas projected

the average annual job openings on the basis of national goals.

This association analyzes the ratio of hard-to-fill jobs

(unfilled for 30 days or more) to the total number of unfilled
jobs over a period of time to project future average annual job

openings. The linking of current and past occupational short-

ages to the Bureau of Labor Statistics' national outlook for

these same occupations is afinal step in thismethod of pros-

jecting labor needs. PriRcipal limitations of this method ere,
lack of information frothaEmployers and exclusion of wage and

salary information.

'-
Employment and Training Report of the President, U.S.

Department of Labor. This yearly publication reportsoon labor

requirements, resources, utilization, and training. It shows

the national labor picture and presents trends and projections

for different segments of the labor force. The Employment and

Training Report of the President includes the following,

sections:

The Employment Record, which is a review of employment

developments and their economic background, patterns
of employment growth, unemployment and underemployment,
and a look to the future for labor requirements;

Manpower Policy and Programs, which reviews the many
different training programs; and

Manpower Research and Experimentation, which reviews
the different labor requirements and'resources, supply

and demand, and the scope of research tasking place.

04 Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics, U.S. Department of Labor. This publication provides
+11formation on the employment outlook over the next ten years.

It also provides job descriptions, soUrces'of employment, esti-

mated earnings, working conditions, training, and other quali7

fications needed for each occupation-14d in the directory.'

State employment services. These agencies/can provide

. information on labor trends. The information from these agen-

6cies can be compared with data from the Bureau of Labor Statis-
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tics to predict local job openings and trenda(-- Also, state
employment agencies occasionally conduct surveys of employers.
The daa from thesyurveys could be very useful for making
local projections.

a.

Press, government,iiaTitiriltings of employment
opportunitit..a.. A valuable source of information for identify-
ing new program areas is the emgoloyment want ads in newspapers
and listings by various public and .private employment agencies,.
Obtaining and monitoring theie publicized listings over a.

aperiod of tine can show employment trends by pointing to areas
of high employment demand and low supply.

Sources Of employment information you may wish to survey
include:

, .

4
9

newspaper(s) in your area with comprehensive listings
of job vacancies;

public employment offices in your immediate area;

major private employment agencies within'your area;

'Federal and State Civil Service, U.S. Department of
Labor, and State-Employment Service;,'

. school placement services that tally-job openings; and

/- maj?temOloYers in your area that regularly Publish
lists'for circulation of vacancies:they wis to fill.

1

Conclusions

, .
The method you select will depend on your objec ives andy

the tithe, money, and raseAlyce constraints.under which you must
work. Usually, however, you will use'a combination of methods,
and this is the best approach of all.. AlthoUgh-it Maybe hard
to defend the .time and. expense required too' condUcran in=depth?

--,costly study, there should be no trouble justifying a tiens,ible,.

ongoingc consistent prograd of predicting labor needs and
oppottipities% The program ideally should predict regional as
well arlocal needs. ,Labor needs forecasting related to curri-
culum planning is obviously ,a Ampinuing'process and cannot-be
limited to a one-time "snap -shotn.ofthe local-labor market.
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Individual Study Activities

1. An'important aspect of collecting labor data is keeping

information current. Out-of-date data are Misleading and

useless for planning effective curricula. To be sure that

Tiaare current, you should have a system for obtaining

and analyzing professional literature and reports on a

continuing basis. The following activities will help you

"keep current."
1

List fiye professional j ournals that would be useful

in yourspecialized area of vocational education.

List as many community groups and agencies as Possible
in your geographic area that can provide you with
information regarding vocational education in general

and your, area of interest in particular.

r

(Note: If you are unable to lOcate community groups or
agencies, discuss this problem with your instructor. He

or she may be able to help you locate such groups.)

'2. Obtain the two required references and select additional
references that cover loca, state, and national data.
Your instructor may suggest references or you may consult

the Recommended References list at the end of this module.

After you have selected the references, pick an occupation
and, using that occupation as the basis for your research,

complete the "Chart for Identifying and Utilizing Data"

that begins on the next page.

Referring to the "Chart for Identifying and Utilizing

Data" that you just completed for the previous activity,
write answers to the questions below. These questions

involve an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of

the labor information sources.
.

Wfiich 'references give the most' detitled information

regarding the number of people needed for the occupa-

tion.yop selected?
.

4
Which ieferenies give the most detailed information

regarding wagei?
, .4-

Which references give the, most detailed nformation
regarding the tasks that are: involved he occu-

pation?

WhiCh references give the' m4fdetailed information
4egarding educational requirements and licensing

requirements?,



<

OUESTIONS:
Answer each question
below for each of the

five sources.

Chart for Identifying and Utilizing Data

Employment Dictionary of Local I State National.

andAllidning Occupational Source Source Source

Report of the Titles
o

President'

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Does the source identify the

number of persons employed

by the occupation?

Does the source identify

related occupations in

which the demand is,

growing and expanding?

Does the source identify

the related occupations in

whichcthe demand is''"

diminishinAl ,;.k,i

Does the source. identify

the stability of the

occupdrion aced on igragc

annual pe n-hours worked

steady e Joyment through-

out the year)?

Wes the source project

the need for this occupation

fiyy or ten years from now?

.

.

AV,
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. ______ _..._ _ ___:Eiapl,pyment Dictionary of Local

Answer Bach question and Training Occupational Source

below for each of the Report of the Titles

five sources. President

Chart for Identifying and Utilizing Data (conc.)

State

Source

Hational
Source

.

6. Does the source identify

information about wages?

.

7. Does the source identify

regulations regarding

licensing, certification, ..

and registration?

8. Does the source identify the

levels of education required

for job entry and job

advancement?

9.

10.

Does the source identify

the tasks that make up

the occupation?,

_Does the source list the

probable employers?

II. Does the source describe

refaced occupations that

an he entered?

e .
lift

4LW
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Which reference could be used to
Awr,

job clusters?

Whicu Jerence could be used to
career ladders? - (

Briefly describe the contents
each of the references below.

7

summarize or develop

summarize or specify

and how you would use

(1) Employment and Training Report of

(2) Dictionary of Occupational Titles

(3) Local Source

(4) State Source

the President

(Title)

(5) National Source

(Title)

(Title)

4. Complete all the following steps as if you.were going tir
conduct an employer survey to determine the labor needs
for, a ipecificspcupation or cluster of occupations in
your local community.

Step 1: Identify a group or committee that you could use
to assist you in planning and executing a labor
needa survey. You might select, to involve:

Step 2:

Step 3:

a. vocational education leaders (directors,
department chairpersons, etc.) from all or
the schoOls in the area br region,to be
.surveyed;

b. Tepresentatives from each of your ongoing
specialized advisory committees; or

c. representatives frqmAll segments of the
community.

Outline on a'map the region or geographic area
within which your study ito be 'conducted.

Prepare4a listing ofthe businesses, industries,
and agencies within the geographia area that you
would survey.

32
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Step 4: Determine the technique(s) that would.be used for

data gathering. The t ree most popular tech-

niques are:

a. personal interview;

b. mail survey; or

c. telephone survey.

Step 5: From the list of organizations and agencies,

select those that you would include in your

survey.

Step 6: Design the survey form to be used to survey labor

users and suppliers in order to obtain local

labor supply and demand information.

5. Briefly describe how each of the following types of sur-

veys is conducted.

Employer surveys

Econometric studies

Arvacancy surveys

Trends surveys

6. Briefly explain why labor needs assessment or labor needs

.
analysis is a crucial step ig he development of instruc-

tional materials for vocational education.

Discussion Questions
- * -

1. What sources of data have yOu found to be useful for gath-

ericg labor information? What professional journals,

reports, surveys, or studies would you recommend?

2. Which Approach to assessing labor needs do you think is

most effective for determining:

national' labor needs?

b. local/regional labor needs?

33
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Group Activities,

1. The class should divide into small groups according to
vocational interest (home economics, distributive educa-
tion, business and office occupations, trades and indus-
try,)etc.)., Each group should then utilize the literary to

locate those sources of employment'data most useful for
their area of vocational concern. Sources of useful
information might include journals, reports, or studies.
Next, each group is to assign priorities like the follow-
ing to these sources:

source worth subscribing to;

source worth reading regularly;

' source worth reading occasionally;

source not worth referring to.

Lists of dburces, with the assigned priorities, should'be
presented to the rest of the class.

2. In small groups, identify the types of information the

organizations and agencies listed below could provide
vocational education program planners.

Census Bureau

Chamber of Commerce

Business organizations
4

4 Professional organizations

Industry

Military

Labor unions ,

Employment security

Conservation-environmental agencies

Educational institutions

Media (newspapers, TV; radio)

Recreational agencies

-37 -.
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Literacy, Adult pasic Education, or Right to Read

Programs

--atateDepartment_ of_Educ.ation

Welfare departments

Community planners

If there are questions regarding the type of information

Oailable from one of the above sources, plan to interview

perAons from that organization or agency.

35
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GOAL 3: Utilize techniques for identifying student needs.

Techniques for Identifying Student Needs

One can think of vocational curriculum planning as an
attempt to balance an equation: On one side of the equation
are the labor needs of business and industry. On the other
side are the demands and interests of the students being
served. On a continuing basis, each side of the equation
should balance the other.

Most educators, however, agree ihit the needs of informed
student populations should have priority in curriculum and pro-
gram planning. The problem,( then, is to define student prefer-
ences and to verify that these preferences are based on informed
and realistic analysis and information.

Determining Population Preferences

Activities yoq might consider to obtain data on student
needs are discussed below.

Monitoring phone requests and inquiries. Program inquiries
-, and requests from students, parents, businesses, and industries
tare one indicator of community wants, interests, and needs
regarding career preparation programs. Although such requests
are not as valuable as state or national statistics that show
an actual need for training, .they should be considered as an
additional source of information. Personnel in offices of the
board of education, superintendent of schools', vocational
director, admissions, counseling, community service, and place-
ment are in an excellent position to monitor such, one calls,
inquiries, or suggestions.

To collect and record program inquiries, you might follow
the procedure outlined below.

Ap

Develop a form for recording inquiries and requests.

-4



Distribute the record form and instructions to the

supervisor of each institutional office (admissions,
counseling, community service, placement, etc.) that

receives cols and requests.

Ask a sample of those who are to use the form to

comment on its adequacy.

Revise the form accordingly.

Instruct those who are to use the form on how and when

to use it.

Periodically tabulate the results and prepare.a report.

Following-up on withdrawals and dropouts. Follow-up
information on withdrawals and dropouts can be the most valu-

able source for obtaining suggestions for modifications or
additions to school programs. Early leavers should be asked

why they withdrew from a career program and whether they would
have remained had other program offerings been available. The

techniques described below can be used when following up on

withdraWals and dropouts. 4-

Withdrawal interview procedure.

(1) Contact persons in your institution who will
interact withrstudents planning to withdraw or

transfer to other programs.

(2)' Develop a "Withdrawal Data Form." When you
select questions for the form do not overlook the
possibility that you could obtain some informa-

tion from school records without asking students.
Eliminate the "nice-to-know" but unessential
items to keep the form ad short ag'possible. Be

sure to allow space for "other comments."

(3) Compile and analyze withdrawal interview data at

the end of each semester. Report the information

to the appropriate staff members.

Dropout survey procedure. Since some students will
leave your institution without, formally withdrawing,
this dropout survey used in conjunction with the with-
drawal interviews can give you's more complete picture
on why student-8 leave your school.

-431
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(1) Identify students who left your institution,cbut'
who are not listed as formally withdrawn. ;Obtain
a mailing address for each. This information can
usually be obtained from the admission or coup
seling offices. The sample should include all
students not enrollingfor the subsequent semes-
ter but not having formally withdrawn, graduated,
or transferred. In addition, you may want to
limit this to formerly enrolled full -tie
students.

(2) Develop a survey instrument and a cover lettef to
be mailed to all students being surveyed.

(3) Carry out the survey. Obtaining replies from
these persons is difficult; however, the
responses received will add to the overall
quality of Our information on withdrawdls.

(4) Compile and analyze data. This step should be
completed after you are satisfied that you haye
obtained the best response level possible. Com-
pileand report data by responses per item on the
instrument. Observe particularly the frequency
of responses checked dr the similarity of open-
ended responses.

Conducting a follow-up study of program graduates. Stu-
dents who have completed programs can also be valuable sources
of program-modificatiop suggestions. These students are in a
good position to assess the value of the program and the need
for changes or additions. The students who are unemployed can
provide useful data as to why they are not employed. The most
useful information will come from those persons employed in an
occupational area related to their program of studies.

Since the reactions of graduates may change as they gain "

more job ,experience, it is recommended that follow-up of gradu-
ates be repeated completely one year after graduation and again
after the third and fifth years.

The following procedure may be useful:

Identify and define the sample to be surveyed. Stra-
tify the sample on the basis of:

(1) program graduated from, and

(2) year of graduation.

3-



Outline the key qqestions, you want the students to

answer. Key questions might include those listed

below:

(1) What is yqur employment status?

(2) Are you employed in a related or an unrelated job?

(3) What is your present salary?

(4) What is your evaluation of the school educational
program that prepared you for the job?

(5) What is your evaluation of the school's ancillary
services?

(6) What recommendations can you make to improve the
school program?

(7) What are your present educltional

velop the survey instrument. -This should:be accom-
lished by developing survey items based on the key

questions outlined above.

Evaluate the survey instrument for the following:

(1) Clarity--Is each item understood?

(2) Ease of c6.4letion".Can it easily be completed?

(3) Importance--Are only, essential items related to

your objectives included?

Develop a pr9cedufe for data gathering. You might use:

(1) personal interviews,,

p
(2) mail surveys, or

(3) telephone surveys.

Develop a letter to be se to graduates being sur-

veyed. The cover letter dhould be signed by someone
known by the student, such as a teacher, department

head, or counselor. The more that can be done by

individual teachers and administrators tr establish
the value of follow -up data while a student is still
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in schosol, the.more likely it is that a good"response
level will be obtained. In addition, the use of a
committee of presently enrolled students to assist
with the survey will n: helpful.

Complete plans for the_mailing and return of survey
forms. The plans should include:

(111 when the survey will be mailed,

0 a

,(2) when the thank-you reminder postcard be

mailed,

4 , (3) when the second cover letter will ge mailed, and

(4) provisions for contacting non-respondents via
personal interview or telephone.z

For more information on conducting a fellow-up- study, refer
/
to the -module in this series devoted to conducting follow -Alp
studies and,communicating and using evaluation results.

Conducting an interest survey. An interest survey is a
valuable mewls for dentifying how educational institutions ca
best serve the different members of-the community. Thiitype
of survey-can yield important information about students'
physical characteristics, past education-and employmdht, intter-t
ests, motivation, and attitudes. When student interests ar
compared with the labor needs of local industry and business,
important decisions can be made in vocational program planning.

The major sources of data on student_demand fOr vocational
programs are parents; high school faculty; and potential stU7
dents, including recent high school graduates, employed workers,
and people who are unemployed or underemployed. Educationand
vocational guidance counselors can frequently provide reasonably
valid feedback about student interests. Industrial employment
offices, Veterans Administration Offices, Vocational Rehabili-
tation Offices,' and State Employment Security Offiees also
possess data on student interests obtained by using interest
inventories.

It is,recommended that a systematio procedure be estab-
lished whereby student interest information is gathered each
year from students entering high school as well as from high
school seniors. It is also very important that students! par-
ents be surveyed to identify the parents' judgments, feelings.,
aspirations, likes and dislikes. Some research studies show
that parental aspirations are the single most important influ-
ence on Aat occupation a student chooses for a career.

40
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The following procedure is intended to help you obtain .

data from high school students, parents, and other members of

the community.

Identify the sample to-be surveyed,. To assist you in

the identification of target groups other than high

school students, you may want to consult with the

general occupational advisory committee, the State

Employment Service, a Community Action Agency, and
with organizations represafiting minority groups.

Outline the expected outcome of the survey and the

tasks to be accomplished. This step should identify

what information is needed and why it is needed. ,

Determine-a_method of data-collection. You might use:

(1) personal interview,

'(7) mail survey,

(3) telephone survey, or

(4) other sources.

If you are going to collect data from high school stu-
dents and their parents, it is a good ideg-to have the

local high schools administer, collect, and return the

surveys to you.

Develop a timetable for data collection.

-4' Appoint a committee to assist with the collection of

data. A great deal of labor may be required to com-

plete this activity adequately.

Design the cover letter and survey instruments. The

following data might be collected:

(1) age

(2) sex

(3) present educational interests

(4) aspirations

(5) types of course or program .interests

-46-
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(6) plans'fox high school/post-high school (college
and occupational interests beyond high school)

(7) father's and miner's occupations

(8) parents' educational background

.(9) parental aspirations and preferences for son's or
daughter's education and/or career status

(10) parental and student opinion concerning voca-
tional programs

(11) parental career plans

(12) number interested in attending classes at high ,..,.----*---

school, area vocational center, or junior college

Many student interest surveys are no more than
interest,inventories which ask students to pheck their
career preference. When so instructed, many students
select those that have the most appeal or glamour.
There is not necessarily a commitment* the part of
the student, and the data should be evaluated with
this in mind.

Try out the survey instruments on a small group of
high school students, their parents, and the occupa-
tional advisory committee to determine if the instru-
ments are gathering the data for which they were
prepared.4.

Analyze the data gathered in the pre-trial., If the
instruments are gathering the intended data, they are
reedy for use; ifbnot, revise survey items as neces-
sary.

.Conduct the survey.
.

,

(1) For a mail survey,develop a schedule for sending
the survey and the follow-up reminder letters.

(2) For personal interviews, you will need to develop
f schedule and to train the data collectors.

(3) If guidanif counselors will be administering the
survey for you,, you will need to reserve their
time and provide them with the necessary instruc-
tions.
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Analyze and tabulate the results. To judge the vali-

dity and usefulness of the information gathered;

(1) consider the percentage of returns from a parti-

cular group and the completeness of the informa-

tion on the returns;

(2) look carefully at the problems involved with
offering the suggested program,, i.e., anspor-

tation requirements afid.finances of low-i ome

groups, the educational background of the sug-
gested group, the diversity of a group interested

in a particular program, scheduling problems
(day, evening, part-time, full-time);

(4) to total number of program requests,
.---___ including all groups surveyed; and

(4) calculate the types and extent of program requests
made by specific groups who might be most impor-
tant to serve because of their being low-income,

unemployed, high school graduates, or drdpouts.

'Analyzing Student Preferences

When analyzing the results of any of the above techniques,

it is important to verify whether students' preferences.are

founded on an adequate knowledge of occupational options and

career possibilities. For many occupations a fairly wide com-

munications gap seems to exist regarding job skill requirements

and status and, more importantly, availability of jobs and

wage-income potential. A rational choice among vocations must

consider not only current employment opportunities, but also

probable future developments in technology, supply and demand,
income levels, requirements for retraining, and, perhaps most-

importantly, the gladder relationship" of the career ,choice.

By ladder relationship we mean the opporEunity through fufther

education and/ experience to enter another career phase in

the same general discipline or career field.

43
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Individual Study Activities

1. Briefly describe the procedure you would follosrto
"monitor phone requests and inquiries received by a
school office regarding vocational programs.

o: Briefly describe the
3)
rocedure you would follow for

gathering data on stIdent withdrawals and dropouts.

Briefly describe the procedure you could carry out to
conduct a follow-up study of program graduates,
including times when the follow-up should occur.

Typically the respillk on a mail return (postcard)
survey is around 30%. What.are the problems and,
haiards regarding assumptions based on this percentage
of return?

2. This activity requires you to select one specific target
population (h h school students, college students,
veterans, the andicapped, evening students, displaced
homemakers, the etired, etc.) and carry out some of the
steps-involved in It student interest survey. Complete the
following steps:

Step 1: Identify the sample to be surveyed. Some
examples groups that might be surveyed are:

a. first7year high,school students and senicirs,

b. parents of high school students*
7

c. minority groups, or

d. unemployed persons.

Step 2: List the questions you want to include in the
survey.

Step 3: Determine a method of data collection. You
might use:

a. liersonal interview,

b. Mail survey,

4
c. telephone survey, or

other sources.
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Discussion Questions,

1. What techniques should be used for determining the inter,

ests and needs of high school students, college students,

adulteducation students, handicapped students, veterans?

2. The follow-up survey is a traditional method of validating

the effectiveness of vocational programs. 'High job place -'

ment and employee success rate are usually thought to

verify that the vocational training was a success. What

factors in the real world should be considered in addition

to job placement and employee success?

Group Activities

1. In the past a frequent criticism of vocational and techni-

cal education programs was that they were developed solely

A to meet the needs of "the establishment" for cheap labor.

It was alleged that program and curriculum ttvelopment

occurred in response to local business and industrial
needs, not in response to the real needs of students.

The class should divide into two groups. One group can

argue that vocational education programs should be designed

to meet the needs of local business and industniand the
other that-vocational education should be designed to meet

the needs of students. Each group should preqent its

arguments, then debate the issue.

2. Assign groups of students to prepare questions and inter-
view individuals engaged in vocational program planning

and development with various groups and agencies. The

purpose of this interview will be to determine which

approach and instruments these individuals are using to
gather data for establishing goals and setting priorities.

ft
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GOAL 4: Utilize techniques for proposing a new or improved
vocational program.

Proposing a New or Improved Vocational Education Program.

Needs assessment is a costly and time consuming process.
Unless comparable time and effort are expended on the data.that
result, the entire assessment may be wasted. After the needs
assessment data are collected, they must be analyzed and inter-
preted. When using needs assessment data to propose a new or
improved vocational education program, you should address the
issues listed below.

Provide an occupational description, rationale for the
vocational program, and sources for additional infor-
mation.

rr

Describe the employment picture'related to the voca-
tional program in question. 4

Discuss the current status of the vocational program.

/Analyze the economic considerations related to the
vocational program.

Clarify the personnel considerations related to the
vocational program.

Describe the work experience considerations related to
program development.

Discuss the health and safety hazards associated with
the occupation.

Analyze union and community attitudes toward the voca-
tional program.

-Each of these issues is described in greater detail in the
sections that follow.
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Occupational Description and Rationale for Program

This informational statement should include the name of the

proposed program and the nature of the work. It should also

include estimates or recommendations on the amount of training

necessary to gain entry-level competencies. Key local persons

in the occOation who would be available for consultatiaq should

be Fisted in this section. Such a list should also include
occupational organizations and employers in the district, state,

or region. Finally, an explanation of the appropriateness of

the proposed program to a particular school or district should

be included.

The Employment Picture

.This section should contain needs assessment information
abotit,, employment opportunities and conditions in the service

area of the proposed program, including:

existing surveys of the employment market that relate

to the specific vocational program,

an explanation or illustration of the career ladder

(or lattice) potentials of the job,

an indication of the shortage/surplus trends in the

specific occupation,

an indication of the seasonal or fluctuating trends of

the occupation, and

an identification of the geographidal areas or loca-

tions of highest employment for the occupation.

Current Status of Vocational Program

Discussed here should be the present condition of the

proposed vocational program within the district. Necessary

information includes;

existing surveys or information regarding similar

programs;

a recommendation as to the most appropriate educa-
tional level for this proposed program;

available information about success or problems in

regard to the vocational program;
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existing information about enrollment, retention, and
placement reco4ds; and

information regarding exploratory or feeder programs,
if any, at lower levels.

Economic Considerations
,

The next`-step in proposing a new vocational education
program is a .descriptitm, most often an estimate, of the cost
of the program. This should include information about the
following items:

initial costs of the program (facilities, equipment,
curriculum guides, etc.);

ebtimated ongoing costs of the program (supplies,
transportation, inservice, etc.);

student-teacher ratio and per pupil cost of the
program; and

suggestions on how the program can be financed.

Personnel Considerations

Gather informition regarding personnel--both students and
professionals. Can you answer these questions?

What indications of student interest have been demon-
strated?

What admission qualifications, if any, would be
required?

What are the characteristics of students who would lob
most likely to complete this program?

Are qualified instructors available?

What leadership is available?

How can business and industry be involved? Three major
techniques have been used by educators for involving
business and industry personnel in vocational and
technical education programs:



(1) the-advisory-committ-pp,

(2) the school-appointed coordinator or special con-

sultant for industry liaison, and

(3) the local trade andeprofeslional associations in
.

the comMunity.

Work Experience Considerations

Vocational and technical education, with its emphasis on

preparation for jobs and careers in trade, industry, agricul-
ture, business, and sub-professional fields, must plan appro-7

priate work experience for students.

The interdependence of industry and education has been
recognized throughout the history of vocational education. The

effectiveness of the involvement of business and industry can
well determine the practical effectiveness of the vocational
education programs provided by the public schools for develop-

ing labor resources.

CrOcial to the development of efflikive industry-education

cooperation is the need to encourage organized cooperation among
advisory committeet-and cooperative programs of vocational and
technical schools within a given school system or metropolitan

labor market area.

Health and Safety Consider4tions

Congress passed the Occupational Safety and Health Act of

1970 with the intention of reversing a rising rate of job-
related deaths, injuries, and illnesses. Its implementation

brought three new federal agencies into being, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in the Depattment of
Labor, the National Instituteof Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) in the Department of Health and Human Services, and the 7-4

independent Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission.
These agencies have hired several thousand people to handle the
research, inspections, enforcement, training, and administra
tive tasks entailed in improving occupational safety and health

nationwide. The act provides that states may set up and enforce
their Own occupational safety and health plans provided these-
plans are "at least as active" as the federal program. State

plans are submitted to OSHA for approval.
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The very nature of vocational eddcation creates problems
of health and safety that need to be weighed in the planning and
decision-making process. Such possible problems as hazardous
equipment, toxic fumes, dangerous acids,_and a liost'of similar
or telated-concerns must be tagen into account when making tte
following.desisions:

In what institutional setting should the program be
located? Since the laws governing health and safety
on school sites are considerably more stringent than
those placed on business and (industry, high schools,
occupational centers, and community colleges might
offer somewhat hazardous programs by using industrial
facilities for the laboratory phases of the instruc-
tional program. A cogent argument for conducting
instructional programs for occupations in which the
health and safety problems are severe does, hovever,
exist. The basis for this argument is that a formal-
ized instructional program cdn be more effective than
some of the less structured learning that exists in
some in tries.

Now that 18-year-olds are clAasified as adults and can
be legally responsible for decisions affecting their
own health and safety, community colleges.can offer
programItwhose safety factors would prevent high
schools from considering them.

If thprogram can be housed in a school, are the costs
related to a highly hazardous instructional program
prohibitive? The costs involved in establishing
instructional programs with high risks to health and
safety are a major determinant in whether or not a,
school should conduct such a program. The costs for
such items as safety clothing, equipment guards, or
special ventilation systems could push Ole program -

into a business or industry site under school
administration.

Union and Community Attitudes

Crucial to the development and maintenance of a good voca-
tional program is the involvement and support of the community
and trade unions. This involvement is a means for deVeloping a
sense of identification on the part of representatives from all
segments of the economy in the programs of, and problems of, the
public schools. Only through such a partnership will schools
and communities be in a position to offer purposeful, meaning-
ful, and effective education for the world of work.
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Individual Study Activity

1. The first and critical step in proposing a new or improved
vocational program is to conduct a com2lete vocational

needs assessment. The leaining'activities that follow are
designed to guide you through some of the activities neces-

t
sary for completing a needs assessment and synthesizing the

information. For the purposes'of these activities, select
-a vocational program that is of interest to you, one that

will be of interest to you in the future, or one that you

are currently working on. Answering the questions in this

section will help you to write a comprehensive program
proposal--the end result of the needs assessment process.

Ask your instructor: (1) to give you a sample proposal for
ute in checking your answers; or (2) to review/critique
your proposal to be sure you have included all the neces-'

Sexy parts.

You will need to conduct some research on your own,
using various sources of labor data as described earlier

in this module. You may also want to use the information

you collected from surveys conducted earlier in the module.

What is:the title of the vocational program you have

selected?

What foes the worker do im this occupation?

How long should the training period be?

List key persons in the occupation (preferably those
immediately available for_advice and assistance).

What are the related occupational organizations?

Who are the employers?

Why is the program appropriate to your particular
school or department at this particular time?

In relation-fie-your proposed vocational propram, what
surveys of the employment market,have been conducted?

Is there a shortage or surplusof workers in this

occupation?4

What are the career ladder potentials of this job?

p Is the work seasonal?
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Does need for the occupation tend to-fluctuate4e.g.,
As in the space industry, war indu&try)?

Is employment for this occupation centered in your
district?

t

What surveys or information on similar.programs are
availabje?

Is there any duplication of programs?

, What eduCational level is most appropriate for,this
program?

What information about successes or problems is avail-
able in regard to your proposed program?

What are the enrollment retention and placement
records?

What will the initial costs of the program be?

(Include salaries of faculty and costs of equipment,
curriculum guides, etc.)

What are the estimated ongoing costs of the program
(supplies, transportation, in-service training, etc.)?

What is the estimated student-teacher ratio?

What is the estimated per-pupil cost of the program?

How can the program be financed?

How many students have shown an interest in the
program?

Are there student entry requirements?

What are the characteristics of students who are
likely to be interested in completing this program?

Who is qualified to teach this program?

What is the lecture-laboratory ratio?

What work experience is required, for this occupation?

What work experiencedopportipties are avaijable in
the district?...*
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What opportuniti6 are available for a
education program?

List all the health and safety hazards
the particular occupation.

cooperative

associated with

What unions are associated with this occupation?

What position do the unions take.in regard to voca-
tional training for this occupation?

What evidence is4.there of community approval or disap-

proval of the program?

Discussion Questions

1. What is meant by "seasonal" an "fluctuating" occupations?

(Consider agriculture, space industries, and war indus-

tries.)

2. Discuss some of the concerns related to the educational
level at which to propose a new vocational program?1 How
should high school programs differ from community college

programs and area vocational; school,programs? How is

duplication of prog ,rams prevented/-

3. -What are the effects of union quotas and restrictive
apprentice practices on school preparatory programs?

4. What are union policies regarding school-produced goods'

and services?

5. Describe your personal experiences with health and safety

regulations in vocational training settings. For example,

some vocational teachers must constantly be aware of

hazards due to machinery; others due to environmental

conditions. Are there any settings in which there are no

health and safety hazards?

Group Activity

1. Work with other students to analyze the following position

statement. Be sure to discuss the following points:

Which employment statistics are emphasized?

What rationale is given for using'labor data?

53
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What are the implications of this report for voca-
tional education program planning?

Position Statement

While concern and emphasis it vocational education have
turned toward student needs, planning and matiagement ultimately
must makeireference to the job and industry trendsin Cali-

' fornia: California needs about 500,000 new workers each year.

Vocational completions in the state approximate 175,000 perscAls
yearly froM high school and community college"programs. The

"planning gap" offers an opportunity for vocational education
to expand its programs.

In the'past California has lacked statewide, regional, and

often local labor data for guiding resource allocations in
starting new programs or closing old ones. Local labor data
were and are obtained program by program from industry advp3ory.
committees and, infrequently, by countywide surveys.

Data collected reveal past and projected employment dis-

tributed according to major occupation and industry categories,
with further detail on the manufacturing and service sectors.
For vocational education, a moat important trend ks the shift
in'employment from manufac.turing to the service' sector. The

percentage of California employment in manufacturing shrank
from 25% of the total in 190 to about 20% of the total'in
1975. During the same period the service sector grew from i5%
to about 32% of the total employed in California. The propor-
tion of white-collar workers as a percentage of the total labor
force grew to 56% by 1975 from 1960's 51.5% with most of the
increase (13.7% to 17.2%) accounted for by professional and
technical workers. Theservicesfindustry has grown most
rapidly, and among the service workers, health and education
are the two fastest growing employment sectors,.

From the point of view of occupations, five of the eight
major groups each comprised between 11% and 16% of the total in
1960. These are:

a. clerical and kindred workers'

b. opqatives and kindred workers

c. craftsworkers and kindred workers
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d. professional, technical, and kindred workers

e. managers, o ficials, and proprietors

These data provide the State Board with one important
checkpoint for allocatj.ng resources to vocational programs.
Wide distribution of this information will allow districts and
areas to use-:the data in conjunction with the labor require-

ments of their ideal s a crucial part of the career
information and guid inystem. The State Department of

Education may then analy 'e'the distribution of its funding
against the overall state economic needs as one method of
management control and planning. This is not meant to suggest
that a strict uniflitrm ty to the proportion of each industry and

each occupation is th proper allocation. Costs, benefits,

growth rates, student needs, employee turnover rates; area and
local economic conditions, and other factors should be analyzed
in conjunction with these data,.

.

0 The State Board must arrange for systematic and periodic
collection of labor data for use by state, Area, and county
levels of vocational educators and.,planners. Although projec-

_.
.tidns have been called for under the law in the past, the state
akencies_ with the-technical capability to carry out the task

have Tot beeb funded. If, at the pnd of the current fiscal
year, ,a project is not underway to make the necessary study on
a yearly basis, the State Department of Education should
request fUnds and personnel_to undertake the work.

S.

S
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Summary

In this module you learned about the vocational needs
assessment process and .its relationship to curriculum develop-
ment. You learned that planning vocational education programs
ghould be the result of a careful and continual analysis of the
needs of labor add the needs of theatudents who will fill the
available jobs. Too often students are left to find job's that
no longer exist or for which there is a decreasingdemand
because someone failed to study the projected labor needs of
society. You also learned how the information from a needs
assessment is used to propose a new ,or improved vocational,
program.

Goncluding ACtivity

1. In groups of three to six students,* 'summarize the major
findings from the six data forms listed below and
reprinted on the following pages.

Aurora pemographic Information

Regional,,Average Annual Occupational Demand for Ten
Job Groups

Vocational Interest of High School Students and Adults
in Aurora

Aurora Student Needs Surveys

Prioritized List of Educational Goals from Aurora
Community Survey

Description of Vocational Facilities and Programs-
City of Aurora

2. Analyze and discuss the interrelationships of your
summarized findings.

3. tate implications regarding curriculum change in the
vocational programs.

* This activity,is primarily designed as a group activity, since
the analysis of needs assessment data is traditionally a grodp

process. If necegsary, however, the activity could be com-
pleted by, individuals.
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4.. Outline the format and subject matter of a report to be

submitted to the'school board recommending vocational
changes-based on the given needs assessment information.

5. Compare results with other groups as a source of class

discussion'and conclusions.

Aurora Demographic Information

Aurora, a
located 35 mi
grown steadi
who have me
attracted t
major shoppi

community cif approximately 5,000 population, is

s frog Duborg (population 181,000). Aurora has
due to the number of families

r an population center. Aurora has

ail franchise headquarters and a

in recent ye
d out of the
national

The area nding Aurora has traditionally been agri

cultural. Howe uring the past five years much of the
surrounding land has been purchased for housing and commercial

use. The population is described as being ptincipally middle

and lover middle class. The mean educational attainment is

Imr years.

So.
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Regional, Average Annual Occdtiational,Demand*
for Ten Job Groups

hB GROUP, DEMAND

1. C1ei4cal Occupations ,High

2. Sales Occupations High

3; Food Services dccupations Medium

6. Pvsonal-Service Occupations Medium

5. Protective and Building
Services Occupations Medium

6; Craft Occupations Medium

7. Transportation and Utilities

8.-

Occupations,

Extractive Industry Occupations

Low

9. ManufactuAng Processing Occu-
pations Low

10. .Material Handling Occupations Medium,

'Average Annual OCcupational Demand refers to the number of
positive available due to growth of the occupation and tnt
employee turnover.

I
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Vocational Interest of High School

Students and Adults in Aurora

POPULATION

Want job training
Do not want job training

JOB GROUP

1. Clerical 4ccupations (secretaries, clerktypists,

bookkeepers, bank tellers, telephone operators)

2. Sales Occupations "(apparel, transportation,
equipment, and miscellaneous salespeople)

3. Food Service Occupations (waiter, waitress,

bartender, neatcutters, cooks, etc.)

4. Personal Service Occupations (hotel/hospital maids,

barbers and beauticians, laundering occupations)

5. Protective and Building Service Occupations
(guards, firefighters, police officers, janitors,

grounds keepers)

6. Craft Occupations (auto mechanic, other mechanics,

carpenters, sheet metal workers, electrical

workers, plumbers)

7. Transportation and Utilities Occupations
(truck drivers, service station attendants,
telephone repair, utilitiek production)

8. Extract/me Industry Occupations (forestry
occupations, logging occupations)

9. Manufacturing Processing Occupations (wood
processing occupations, food processing,

ore and metal Proces;Ing, chemicals and fuels

processing, textile processing)

20. Material Handling Occupations (packaging
occupations, housing and conveying, moving and

storing, miscellaneous material handling)

STUDENTS ADULTS

30%

70%

15%

85%

8.0 2.3

4.3 3.1

2.7 1.3

1.8 .7

2.2 1.8

3.7 1.8

3.0 1.0

1.3 .8

2.0 ,1.2

.8
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. Aurora Student Needs Surveys
L

1. Follow-up Study (classes from last year and two, four,
six, and eight years ago)

This study, conducted last summer, dealt with dropouts and
with a ten percent (10%) random sample of graduates from the
classes listed above. The study involved two phases: (1) a
records search and (2) a survey of facts and opinions. Data,

from this study are as follows:

a. twenty-one percent (21%) of the former students who'
responded said that teachers are seldom or never con-
cerned with them as individuals. These respondents

,appireptly felt thq a_communicatioma gap existed.^

h. Family problems and school problems were two of the
three most often listed reasons for dropping out of
school. (Marriage was not defined on a statistical
basis and may have been quite varied, but the fact
that so many dropouts marked these two points indi-
cates that a breakdown in paNnt/studentheacher
rapport is a critical factor in the dropout problem.)

c. Former students shoved a marked preference for "skills"
over "content" courses. They listed English, math,
typing, home economics, and speech most often as being
"most useful" courses. Biology and history (both -

required content courses) were singled out most often
as being least useful, along with foreign language.

These former students seemed 0.o be saying that
they gained more from "relevant skills courses" than
from ones that gave he ready-made information ind
opinions. 4'

4.

d. Several spontaneous comments (at least 50) stated or
implied that the schools need to demore to pmpare
students to function better in the "adult world."

(The specific content of these comments was quite
varied, of course.)

an)
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2. Needs Studies Conducted in Conjunction with This and

Related Studies

a. Student Questionnaire: A random sample (147 students)

of present students responded to the following ,

questions:

w
(1) My parents take an active intik-test in my school

Affairs (school work, social activities).,

362 a. Most of the time 272 c. Sometimes

192 b. Often 182 d. Seldom

(2) Faculty members take an active personal interest in me.

192 a. Most of the time 402 c. Sometimes

192 b. Often 222 d. Seldom
..-

(3F&her adults in the combunity take an active, p4isonal
interest in me.

1i
62 a. Most of the time 442 c. Sometimes

202 b. Often 302 d. Seldom

(4) I take part in the activities of my classes (class

discussions, presentations).

302 a. Most of the time 292 c. Sometimes

302 b. Often 112 d. Seldom

(5) I cake part in the school activity program (drama,

sports, journalism, clubs).

232 a. Most of the time 232 cl Sometimes

242 b. Often 302 d. Seldom

(6) The students in this school (excluding personal
friends) are friendly.

312 a. Most of the time 32% c. Sometimes

24% b. Often 132 d. Seldom

(7) I would like to participate in making important group

decisions (setting class rules, school rules, club
rules, etc.) more often than I presently do.

802 a. Yes 122 b. Neutral 82 c. No
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b. Student/Faculty/Patron gtrwctured Interviews: Structured
interviews with twenty-four arbitrarily chosen high school
studetts, nine, arbitrarily chosen junior high school stu-
dents, fifteen arbitrarily chosen teachers, and ten arbi-
trarily chosen patrons were conducted. Following are the
percentage responses to the questions asked:

r Stud ts T41chers Patrons

(1) Should community

members be involved in
planning and executing
educational programs?

(2) Should students have a
greater number of educa-
tional experiences in
the community than they
now do?

(3) Is a lack of community

involvement a serious
educational problem?

(4) Should education be
made relevant by
centering educational
experiences in the
community?

Yes No Yes No Yes No

82 18 72 28

76 24 86 14

82 18 72 28

82 18 86 14

70 30

60 -40-

60 40

60 40

c. Faculty Questionnaire. Teachers on the faculty were asked
to respond co the following questions. Thirty-nine (39)
responded.

(1) The number of parents who, in the past tera, have
visited my classroom during normal class activities is
nearest Co:

87Z a. 0 112 b. 5 22 c. 10
d. 25 e. 50 f. over SO

(2) Of the parents who should haye contacted me last
semester concerning their youngster's educational

progress, the percent who acasally did is nearest to:

472 a. 02 392 b. 52 102 c. 102 d. 252
42 e. 502 f. 752 g. 1002
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(3) The percent of students who participate actively in my
classes (take part in class discussion, make presenta-
tions, hand in their assignments without pressure) is
nearest to:

a. 0% 5% b. 5% c. 10% 5% d. 25%
-III e. 50% 50% f. 75% g. 100%

(4) The percent of students in my classes who are present-
ly functioning as relatively effective independent,
self-directed learners is nearest to:

a. 0% 13% b. 5% 13% c. 10% 23% d. 25%

20% e. 50% 29% f. 75% 2% g. 100%

(5) The percent of students in my classes whoare capable

of functioning as relatively effEctive independent,
self-directed learners is nearest to:

a. 0% b. 5% 11% c. 10% 17% d. 25%

25% e. 50% 39% f. 75% 8% g. 100%

6 3
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Prioritized List ofi Educational Goals
from Aurora Community Survey

Goals in order of descending priority:

1. Develop skills in reading, writing, speaking,
and listening

2. Develop good character and self-respect

3. Develop skills to enter a specific field of
work

4. Gain a general education

5. Develop a desire for learning now and in the
future

6. Develop pride in work and a feeling of self-
worth

7. Learn how to examine and use information

8. Gain information needad to make job selection

9. Learn how to use leisure time

10. Appreciate culture and beauct'Nei the world

1. Practice and understand the ideas of health
and safety
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Description of Vocational Facilities and Programa
City of Aurora

High School

Facilities

Four -year high school for 500 students

Programa:

Typing and Shorthand

Bookkeeping

Intro. to Agriculture

Crop and Soil Technology

Animal Husbandry

Family Living

Consumer Homemaking

Facilities

Length

36 wks

If

Enrollment

18

15

16

14

14

15

16

4w

School is a remodeled military base

Todal enrollment (day and evening classes) 1000

Program
Length Enrollment

Auto Achanics 12 mo. 20

Assoc. Degree Nurse 24 mo. 15

Nurse Aide 2 mo: 20

Secretarial 4 mo. 20
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Carrier Project

This activity is called a ',Carrier Project" because it

begins in this module and carries over to other modules. It is
a curriculum development project that is to be as realistic as
possible. In this project, you will plan curriculum materials
and develop a curriculum guide that you can use in your own
professional position. You are to work on the project as you
progress throligh this module and the modules on conducting task
analyses and developing instructional objectives, selecting
:instructional strategies and assessing student achievement, and
selecting and preparing instructional materials.

The course, unit of a course, or short training session
you select to develop for this project may be a vocational
course for any level. For example: an agribusiness course at
the high school level; a technical institute course in elec-
tronics; an interdisciplinary course in consumer education for
an adult and continuing education program; An inservice series
for midmanagers; or an intensive refresher Course for medical
technicians. Those who have had experience as teacher educa-
tors may choose to develop a course or unit for a teacher
education program. Once you have selected your projPct and
received approval from your instructor, follow these steps:

4111

DeAcribe briefly the setting and target population of
the instructional plan to be developed.

Develop goals for your course or unit based on the
discrepancy .between what is and what you would like to
see in your course or unit area.

Conduct a task analysis related to your course or unit.

to Write the instructional objectives of the course or
unit in behavioral terms.

Develop.a course outline that includes course goals,
unit or lesson titles, instructional objectives for
each unit or lesson, and the learning activities.

The'Carrier Project will be evaluated using the following
criteria:



,fir

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA FOR CARRIER PROJECT

Contained in
Curriculum Guide

Criteria

1. PROGRAM GOALS:

Consistent with neeclp (student and employment)

Goals established

Behavioral objectives designed to meet goals

Consistent with level and abilities of students

Attitudes, knowledge, and skills relevant to job

Feasible within time and budget

Statements clear and understandable to students,
teachers, administrators

Establishes learning directions and emphases

Consistent with stated philosophy

Consistent910th available resources

DescAbes terminal behavior

II. CONTEkT (CURRICULUM):

Talk analysis accomplished

Course outline completed

Clearly relates to course goals

Valid, up-to-date materials
.4

Includes general principles as opposed to facts

III. LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Safe with adequate supervision

Effective for meeting objectives

Variety for student interest

Balance in modes of learning

Flexible to meet student needs

Consistent with "real-world" activities

Organized in 1pgical_progression

Flexible in school setting
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Individual Study Activity Responses

A

The answers,that follow will give you an idea of the type
of response expected. -ylle them as a study tool if you wish.

$

GOAL 1

1. Response will depend on your own experiences in vocational
educalNko,n.

GOAL 2

1. The specific response .to this activity depends on your
specific4ield of vocational education. Regardless,
you should probably include some general'vocational

educatidh iburnals suctras VocEd, the journal of the
American Vocational Association.

0

The speCific response to this activity depends on your
area of specialization. Regardless, you should most
likely include the Chamber of Commerce and-the State
Employment Department.

'2. The specific response to this activity depends on the
particular occupation you selected.,

3. The specific answers to these questions depend on the
resources that you selected for Activity 2.

The specific response to this activity depends on the
Tabor needs of your locar.community.

a. ,Employer survey - a 'survey in which forms are sent to
employers in the local area requesting them to answer
questions ,related to their labor needs, entry-level
requirements, training opportunities, etc..

b. Econometric study - a sophisticated survey -to deter-
Mine long-term predictive of labor needs. The sta
t are' gathered, updated, and studied by the
Buseau of Labor Statistics.

* -

c. Job vacancy survey - a study that compares local job
'vacancies with national labor needs to determine pri-
ority jobs needing trained personnel. The vocational
icurriculum specialist can compare lo&l job vacancy
rates to national trends.

-79-
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d. Trends survey ! a survey technique that attempts to

forecast future labor needs by studying past labor

needs and.supply. Because technology and industry

change so quickly, past trendi are not alWayd a

dependable guide for future` planning, so this method

is not recommended.

6. The assessment of labor needs is a crucial step in the

development Of instructional materials because this

assessment informs program developers of the need for

teaching specific tasks and job skills. Where there are

labor needs, skills can be taught; where there is an over-

,*
supply of labor, training can be eliminated. The assess-

mept encourages the efficient use of money, time, and

effort.,

GOAL 3

1. A procedure to monitor phone requests and inquiries

should include'the following steps:

(1) Develop a form for recording inquiries and

requests.

(2) Distribute the form to those who receive the
calls--counselori, teachers, and administrators.

(3) Instruct them on how to use,the form and what

information to collect:

(4) Periodicalay tabulate the results and prepare a

report.

A procedure for gathering data on student withdrawals-

and 'dropouts should include the following steps:

(1) Develop a form for interviewing students.

(2) Inform those who will be in contact with the

dropouts.

(3) Analyze the interview data at the end of each

semester.

A procedure for gathering data on student graduates

should include the following' steps:

(1) Develop a form for surveying graduates.
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(2) . Survey the graduates one, three, and five yearn
after graduation.

(3) Compile and analyze the data.
NNe

,,

.41 . When less than 50% of the survey forms are. returned,
the responses do not always represent the views of the
entire group. i

it.,

2. The specific response to this'activity depends on the
characteriitics of the target population you selected to
study. You should,,however, have:

identified a specific target population;

listed the qUestions for which you wanted answers; and

AZ,,`

decided which method of data collection would be most
approprfiii:

GOAL 4

1. Consult the proposal given to yod by your instructor; or
ask your instructor t?,review/critique your proposal.
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SelfCheck

GOAL 1

1. The best definition of educational needs assessment is:

a. a systematic method of solving problems related to
students and society.

b. a way of determining what students, parents, and
school officials want from the educational institution.

c. a process of defining a school district's educational
philosophy through cooperation of the community and
the school.

d. a method of determining the difference between current

'educational outcomes and desired outcomes.

e. a process designed to measure the degree to which an
educational program has been implemented.

2. What are two components of a total vocational needs

assessment?

3. In general:the scope of vocational needs assessment can
best be described as:

a. varying in accordance with the scope of vocational
prog&mming.

of.
b. broad, to encompass an entire state or region.

c. narrow,-covering a school district.

'd. varying in accordance with the vocational discipline
under consideration.

e., broad, to include all districts and all vocational
areas.

4. Describe the-type of information that can be found in the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

5. Describe the type of information that can be found in the
Employment and Training Report of the President.

-83- 72
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6. List three sources of employment statistics that can be
used for'planning vocational education programs. After

you list the three sources, briefly describe their con-

tents and how yori would use them;

GOAL 2

1. What is the purpose of conducting a labor needs analysis

before developing educational programs?

2. Describe how employer surveys are conducted and used in

vocational education.

3. Describe how econometric studies are conducted and used in

vocational education.

4. Describe how extrapolations of trends surveys are con-
%

ducted and used in vocational education.

GOAL 3

1. Why are student needs analyses important to consider when

developidg instructional programs?

2. There are several ways to obtain and assess population or

labor supply information. List and describe at least

three ways to determine population interests and needs.

3. -Describe how to conduct an interest survey to determine

student vocational interests.

)!OAL 4

DJ" What a e'two important considerations in desciibing the

emploment picture for a particular vocational program?

2. What are two important considerations in describing the

current status of a vocational program?

3. What are two important considerations in describing
fundfhg_possibilities for a vocational program?

4. What are two important things to know about personnel when

initiating a new vocational program?

5. What work experience considerations should be made in

developing plans for a vocational program?'
-84-
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Self-Check Responses

The answers tat, follow will give you an idea of the type
of response expected. Use them as a study tool if you wish.

GOAL 1

1. d

2. assessment of labor needs

assessment of student needs

3. a

4. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles describes most com-

mon jobs in the United States. Job descriptions include a
description of the tasks that make up the job, training
requirements, approximate income, and the future need for
trained employees.

:;

5. The Employment and Training Report of the President

describes the economic characteristics of labor supply and
needs in the United States. It projects future needs for
occupations, examines trends in the economy, and discusses
executive plans for solving present and potential problems.

6. The specific responses to this queetion depend on the
particular sources students select.

GOAL 2

1. A labor needs analysis provides the vocational planner

with the necessary data for deciding which skills should
be taught to meet employers' needs for trained personnel.
If programs are based on reliable data, students can be
fairly certain to find jobs at graduation.,

2. Employersurveys are used to determine which jobs are
expanding and will provide openings for trained personnel.
Employers are contacted, questioned about their employment
needs at present and in the future, asked to specify the
skills required for entry-leveljobsc and asked to predict
their future need for and interest in Vocational training
programs.
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3. Econometric studies are conducted by economists on the

.
-federal or state levello determine employment and labor

trends. Extensive surveys are conducted to gather reli--

able data that can be used as a basis for economic plan-

ning.

4. Extrapolation of trends surveys attempt to forecast future

needs on the basis of past trends. Because of rapid tech-

nological change and changing industry needs, this survey

technique is not highty recommended for vocational educa-

tion plahning.

GOAL 3

1. Student,needs data show what interests and skills poten-

tial students have. By' comparing these data to labor or

employer demand data, vocational curriculum specialists

can bridge the gap between the two. Ideally, the needs of

informed students will equal the labor or employer demands.

2. Monitor phone or mail requests for.vocational programs.

Follow up on students who have dropped out of programs. ,

Follow up on students who have graduated from programs.

3. The following steps should be mentioned:

Identify the sample t6 be surveyed.

Outline the expected outcomes of the survey.

Decide on the method of data collection: for example,

personal interview, mail survey, or telephone survey.

Develop a timetable for data collection.

Appoint a committee to assist with data collection.

'Select the students to be surveyed.

Design the survey forms.

Try out the survey forms.

Analyze the data and revise forms as necessary.

Conduct the survey.

Analyze and tabulate the results.
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GOAL 4 7

1. e/ current surveys of employment market

shortage or surplus of workers

seasonal or fluctuating characteristics of the work

placement opportunities

career ladder/lattice opportunities

2. surveys or information regarding similar programs

duplication of programs

appropriate educational level

information about successes or problems

enrollment and placement records

3. initial costs

ongoing costs.

per pupil cost

funding resources

4. how much student in;erest

student requirements and abilities

teacher/instructor qualifications and availability

characteristics of students

5. work experience requirements for competing for a job

number ancl kind of work experience opportunities

location of work experience opportunities'

-87-
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Module 1:

Module 2:

Module 3:

-1411L.Mordule 4:

Module 5:

Module 6:

Module 7:

Module 8:

Module 9:

Module 10:

Module 11:

Module 12:

Module 13:

VECS Module Titles

Vocational Educators'and Curriculum Management

The Scope of Vocational Education

Organization of Vocational Education

Legislative Mandates fOr Vocational Education

Priorities in Vocational Education

Vocational Education for Students with Special Needs

M
Vocational Needs Assessment and Curriculum Devel-
opment

Conducting Task Analyses and Developing Instruc-
tional Objectives

Selecting Instructional Strategies and'Assessing
Student Achievement

Relati Learning Differences and Instructional

Method's

Selecting and Preparing Instructional. Materials

Evaluating ilocaciuudl Education r.rrlcula

Conducting Follow-Up Studies and Communicating
Evaluation Results

Module 14: Managing Vocational Education Programs

Module 15: Preparing for Curriculudi Change

Module 16: Staff Development
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